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The advantage of using temporary staff 
 
All businesses experience the strain of an unmanageable workload on occasion, but if you don’t have the 
time or the need for permanent employees you might want to consider temporary help. 
 
Contract workers vs temporary staff 
 
There are two main ways of strengthening your workforce on a short-term basis: taking on contract workers 
or using an agency or organisation to hire temporary staff. 
 
Contract workers may work with you temporarily, but they are not temps. Contractors are hired directly by 
the business for a fixed period of time – usually a minimum of six months – and either assist with particular 
projects or cover maternity and family leave. 
 
If your staff requirement is more urgent, temping agencies are ideal for a faster turn-around. You can hire 
someone for however long you’ll need them, from a single day to several months, and there is no 
longstanding commitment on either side.  
 
But aside from speed and convenience, what are the advantages of hiring temps? 
 
Adapting to change  
 
It’s not always possible to foresee big changes before they happen, but temp agencies are purpose-built to 
provide businesses with qualified staff for any situation, including: 
 

 Permanent employee absences – long-term illness, annual, maternity or disability leave and sudden 
departures 

 Unexpected strains – projects, seasonal or peak periods and employee shortages 

 Sudden need for additional staff flexibility 
 

Undiscovered talent 
 
Although you might initially seek assistance on a short-term basis, you could come across some invaluable 
talent that you want to hold on to. Some businesses even employ temps as a cost-efficient hiring method to 
test the abilities of potential workers. 
 
Even if you don’t find your next employee of the month this way, temps can bring about new ideas for the 
team and help to be a much needed change of pace. 
 
Time and cost-effective 
 
Hiring temps is an exceptionally quick and easy process compared to the lengthy slog of filling a permanent 
role! If the company is already feeling the strain of being overworked, the stress of finding additional help can 
be immediately appeased with an agency.  
 
Of course it depends on the industry you work in, but hiring temps is generally much cheaper than hiring a 
permanent employee. However, if you want someone to work with you for six months or more it might be 
best to hire someone on a contract or permanent basis.  
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Boost morale 
 
Although there can be a divide between permanent and temporary staff, morale is generally boosted when 
new faces are introduced into the workplace. Temps are a physical representation of your understanding and 
support for the team and having someone to add a different perspective will also provide a renewed energy. 
 
Forge working relationships 
 
Hiring temps will not only introduce you to new talent but will also initiate a working relationship with a temp 
agency or organisation. The more you build on this relationship the easier your temp staffing provider will 
find fulfilling your company’s needs. 
 
So what next? 
 
At Tate we have years of recruitment experience and know that a one-size-fits-all approach never works. We 
adapt our specialist service to your individual staffing needs and achieve unrivalled retention rates as a 
result, so if you’re in need of temporary assistance give one of our expert consultants a call today or email 
enquiries@tate.co.uk. 
 
A word of advice… 
 
In October 2011 the Agency Workers Regulations was introduced. This means that temps receive the same 
employment conditions as permanent employees in an equivalent role after 12 weeks of service. 
 
For more advice on hiring temporary staff, contact our consultants today. 
 
For more employer insights, check out our other guides here. 
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